Albert Bartlett Novices’ Hurdle (Grade 1) (Registered As The Spa Novices’ Hurdle) (Class 1) (4YO plus)

No | Silk | Form | Horse Details | Age/Wt | Jockey/Trainer | OR |
---|------|------|----------------|-------|----------------|----|
1 | 2-41 | ALLAHO (FR) 29 D BF | b g No Risk At All - Idaho Falls | 5-11 | R Walsh W P Mullins | - |
2 | 52-1V12 | ASK BEN (IRE) 27 D | b g Ask - Decheekmonkey | 6-11 | Kielan Woods G P Mcpherson | 137 |
3 | 74-2166 | AYE AYE CHARLIE 48 | b g Midnight Legend - Trial Trip | 7-11 | P J Brennan F O’Brien | 140 |
4 | 1-11 | BIRCHDALE (IRE) 48 C D | b g Jeremy - Oneewaytheotheher | 5-11 | B J Geraghty N J Henderson | 146 |
5 | 26/141 | CAP YORK (FR) 23 D | b g Ballingarry - Robbe | 7-11 | B J Cooper N Meade | 144 |
6 | 11-141 | COMMANDER OF FLEET (IRE) 41 D | b g Fame And Glory - Coonagh Cross | 5-11 | J W Kennedy G Elliott | 143 |
7 | 7-14277 | DARLAC (FR) 27 | b g Lucarno - Pail Mel | 6-11 | R M Power C L Tizzard | 137 |
8 | 3/422-11 | DERRINROSS (IRE) 76 D | b g Scorpion - Cybele Eria | 8-11 | L P Dempsey | J P Dempsey | 146 |
9 | 1-21 | DICKIE DIVER (IRE) 20 D | b g Gold Well - Merry Excuse | 6-11 | Aidan Coleman | N J Henderson | 139 |
10 | 111117 | DINOS (FR) 110 CD BF | b g Balo - Beni Abbes | 6-11 | D N Russell G Elliott | 146 |
11 | 115168 | DORRELLS PIERJI (FR) 41 D BF | br g Coastal Path - Playa Pierji | 6-11 | N D Fealy W P Mullins | 149 |
12 | 214614 | FIRST APPROACH (IRE) 41 D | b g Robin Des Champs - Manhattan Babe | 6-11 | S W Flanagan N Meade | 139 |
13 | 1-32211 | LINSAGAR OSCAR (IRE) 27 D | b g Oscar - Asta Belle | 6-11 | Sean Bowen Miss R Curtis | 145 |
14 | 13-32 | MINELLA INDO (IRE) 29 D BF | b g Beat Hollow - Carrigean Lily | 6-11 | Rachael Blackmore H de Bromhead | 146 |
15 | 4121 | NADAIKAK 48 D | b g Teolfo - Tanfidh | 5-11 | N de Boinville | Ben Pauling | 141 |
Jockey Colours: Pink, mauve star, mauve sleeves, pink stars and cap
Timeform says: Has won 2 of his 3 starts over hurdles at Doncaster, improving in this headgear when taking 4-runner 3m Grade 2 by 22 lengths last time. This is a whole lot tougher and others set to improve past him. (Forecast 51.00)

16  129-142  RHINESTONE (IRE) 41  
16  129-142  RHINESTONE (IRE) 41  
Jockey Colours: Emerald green, yellow hoops, red cap
Timeform says: Smart bumper winner who landed a Naas maiden (2m) on hurdles bow in November. Recent second behind Commander of Fleet at Leopardstown was another leap forward and further progress likely. (Forecast 11.00)

17  202146  ROCKPOINT 27 CD  
17  202146  ROCKPOINT 27 CD  
Jockey Colours: Orange, black triple diamond, chevrons on sleeves
Timeform says: Smart bumper winner who landed a Naas maiden (2m) on hurdles bow in November. Recent second behind Commander of Fleet at Leopardstown was another leap forward and further progress likely. (Forecast 11.00)

18  1-12123  STONEY MOUNTAIN (IRE) 27  
18  1-12123  STONEY MOUNTAIN (IRE) 27  
Jockey Colours: Emerald green and yellow (quartered), white sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Likeable sort who has won twice this term and ran another good race behind Lisnagar Oscar and Ask Ben at Haydock last time. Should get a thorough test of stamina here that he’ll relish. Interesting. (Forecast 34.00)

19  1-1116  ALSA MIX (FR) 76 D  
19  1-1116  ALSA MIX (FR) 76 D  
Jockey Colours: Purple, pink stars, mauve sleeves, pink stars, purple cap, pink star
Timeform says: Built on initial bumper/hurdle victories when landing Grade 2 at Sandown (19.8f) in December from Darlac. Not seen to best effect in the Challow next time and remains with potential up in trip. (Forecast 81.00)

20  2/F5-11U  SALSAVERA (FR) 41  
20  2/F5-11U  SALSAVERA (FR) 41  
Jockey Colours: Pink, light green spots, pink sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Capitalised on drop in grade to land 20f events first 2 starts this season. Unseated early in race won by Commander of Fleet at Leopardstown but loads of improvement needed to feature here. (Forecast 67.00)

**TIMEFORM VIEW:** Traditionally a treacherous race for favourites and with that in mind it could pay to side with the experienced DINONS, who won here in October and who is easily excused his latest run when bidding for a 6-timer. Birchdale, Commander of Fleet and Dickie Diver are among the many others with bags of potential who should feature. Stoney Mountain is one to consider at a huge price.

**Timeform 1-2-3:**
1: DINONS (10)
2: BIRCHDALE (4)
3: COMMANDER OF FLEET (6)